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::;; MEMORANDUM: Gold Float at Makokibaton Lake north of Albany River - '.:- ,'
.- _-    -   -Joe McDonough and .Bill Knox Group ______________ :* -'j' : "

: In 1929 an angular piece of gold-bearing vein was discovered by

Jay Kenty along a small creek north of the Albany river. This is located about

9 miles east of Frenchman's rapids on the Albany river and about 90 miles north --.

and west of Nakina. Considerable prospecting was carried out in 1929 and in the - ~

.......L following year a gang of Swedes and several prospectors were taken into the area

and worked under the direction of Bill Dennis. This work consisted of general
. ' . i 

i

and detailed prospecting plus considerable trenching through 20* of overburden 
•'•\ ' -t 
. ' covering an area of 300' around the float"area. .Attention was given to the north - i

t-

east in particular since this is the direction of the glacial movement. Bill Dennis. ( t
-' "' 'l " ' 'r

says that no further erratics were found in the general area similar to the original (
* 

large float by the creek. Directly under the float a small vein was found but it c

did not resemble the material in the high"grade float.which assayed 1.32 ozs. gold. ' f
. - , , ' - ' c' '" ' - P:

Another gold-bearing float somewhat similar to the original was located about 1^ ' Cj

. ' *'' . ' - -. B' 
,,,,. miles west but this piece was well rounded. ' Since there does-not appear to be a ^

nest of float boulders it is not likely that a well defined boulder train will be i
t?"

found leading to the source. It does suggest however that the source of the float |
o

may be some distance away and prospecting in the overburden for float as well as ^
e 

systematic digging in favourable localities in the direction of the ice movement but T

beyond the present claim group might be worth while. A study of the vertical t* 

photographs in the belt reveals a number of topographic breaks which could be the o 

source of the float. Detailed investigation of these areas by a prospecting party 

might reveal porphyry outcrops similar to that on the side of the original float and s. 

thus narrow down the area to be searched.
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The proposal by McDonough and Knox was that a firm commitment of , 

$15,000.00 be spent on the property. When this amount was spent the optionee . 

would be entitled to a 257. interest in the property. If further work was warranted 

then Joe McDonough would put up 507. of all additional money and the remaining 757. 

interest in the property would be split between McDonough and the optionee.

l informed Bob Elliot who introduced the above deal to us that we 

would not be interested. , .,. ; -
s' ~ _ ,,.. t o . -

"'""''' . /,

/(y-

WLB:RN

May 8, 1959.
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PROPOSED PROGRAM

A program is proposed to prospect a group of claims situated 
just North of the Albany River, and a short distance east of 
the Hudson's Bay post at Fort Hope.

The history of the property follows. During the field seasons 
of 1937 and 1938, Mr. V. K. Prest, a government geologist made 
a geological survey of an area of which the claims reported 
hereon are at the East end. Gold discoveries were made in 
1939 and 1940 following publication of the results of this wor 
About a dozen companies were active for two years in the area, 
most of the activity occuring north' and west of Fort Hope. 
The Washi Lake belt, which Mr. Prest regarded as most favoural 
receiving only the attention of a prospector named Brett.

Brett discovered some large angular boulders of gold bearing 
quartz at the edge of a*little s.tream just south of patented 
claim Pa 1832. Lorne Dempster and Joseph McDonough report the 1 
assays ran in ounces. The writer had chips assayed in the 
summer of 1958; these averaged 1.32 oz. Au or S46.50 per ton. 
U.S. ^

On what the writer thinks is a mistaken assumption the prosper 
tor and some help trenched through overburden up to 15 feet 
deep north of this float. A find of the same material in plac 
was made in one of these trenches, but it was too narrow to be 
economical and too narrow to account for the size of the float 
However the important fact is that there was the same material 
in place, showing that the float must have come from somewher( 
in the vicinity.

Brett was drowned at the close of the season, and his partner 
Mr. Frank L. Tretheway left the mining business, and eventual] 
became Vice President of A. V. Roe Company; the writer talked
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to Mr. Tretheway some months ago. He said that Brett's death 
discouraged him so, that he had never followed up the work 0 
Nothing has keen done in this locality since then.

The work suggested consists of line cutting, tracing the indie 
ator train, Magnetometer and electro-magnetic surveys, close 
prospecting and drilling. If the work fails to disclose the 
source of the auriferous material cross section drilling shouL 
be carried out across two claims a short distance east of the 
easternmost indications of the quartz pebbles or boulders.

k*
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STATUS OF MINERAL RIGHTS

The block of claims consists of 53 unpatented mining 

claims and one patented mining claim in the Schist Lake 

area, Patricia Portion, Ontario. A sketch of these 

claims appears on the next page. The writer had the un 

patented claims staked last year to cover the projected 

strike of the formation as well as the glacial direction, 

two miles east of the patented claim and one mile west 

of it and a mile wide. The patented claim was acquired 

in 1947 from the estate of the prospector who was drowned 

coming from the property. The taxes are paid up to date. 

No work has been done on any of the claims since the 

original trenching in 1940.

l Patented Claim Pa 1832 

^ 53 Unpatented Claims No. Pa 21177 - Pa 21229 Incl,
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

' ' ' -*

From Ontario Department of Mines Release, Fei. 5th t 1942. 

Preliminary Report on the Geology of the Fort riope - 

Martin Falls area; by V. K 0 Prest.

n .*... The Washi Lake belt should Le favourable prospect 

ing ground^ as a wide variety of rocks are present and 

some mineralization was noted. There is an abundance of 

rock, although it is frequently covered by a thin drift 

mantle. The old Brett claim at the western end of the belt, 

where rock exposures are scarce, is reported to have veins 

that carry appreciable gold values."

And from the same sources Vol. LI, Part 111, 1942, P. 39.

"The Washi Lake section offers the best opportunities for 

prospecting in view of the exposures, variety of rocks 

presents and the width of the volcanic belt. Small amounts 

of mineralization were noted in many places, but intensive 

prospecting might well reveal mineralized zones of some 

importance. Westward toward Frenchman's rapids gold bearing 

mineralization has been found on what is now the Brett 

claim but the rocks in this vicinity are poorly exposed. 

The area between Frenchman's Rapid and Washi Lake should 

receive further attention."
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TRACING OKE BOULDERS

Tracing of ore boulders back to their source has proven to 

he successful mostly over relatively short distances (up 

to five miles) and several fragments have been found* 

If plotted on a map they usually align in an elongated 

trend, the so-called "boulder train" or fan* with its 

axis essentially parallel to the direction of glacial move 

ment. It may he advisable to use the term indicator tr^in 

rather than "boulder train" as not only boulders but also 

pebbles and even extremely minute fragments, whose presence 

A is detectable only by chemical tests, are found in these

trains.

Some of the cases known to the writer where ore boulders 

have led to the discovery of an orebody follow: One of

the .pioneers in Canada of systematic boulder tracing was
* 

Willet G. Miller. He writes in his field report on the

Nipissing district that "glacial boulders can often be made 

much use of in locating mineral deposits. The majority of 

these boulders in these northern districts are not far re 

moved from their parent masses, and if we know the directio' 

from which the glaciers have moved we can, in many cases by 

following up the train of boulders, find the material of 

which they are composed in place tt ... n

Although all types of ores have been found by this method t. 

quartz boulders containing gold have led to discoveries of 

quite a few gold deposits* One of the first cases of bould'



tracing in Canada dealt with gold float. A boulder contain 
ing visible gold was found at a place near Kookagaming (or 
Rabbit) Lake, 20 miles east of Sudbury, Ontario* In 1891 g 
Peter McKellar traced this and other boulders to their sourc 
a very rich vein of gold only 200 feet distant.

More recently v in 1931, the gold quartz veins on the prop 
erty of McGill Gold Mines, in the Bannockburn area, Hincks 
township, Ontario, were discovered by drilling through heav^ 
drift v following the tracing to their source of numerous 
blocks of mineralized quartz which are strewn over the drifl 
for a distance of 1,000 feet southward from the mine*

E. S. Moore gives a detailed account of the search for ore 
on the Kremzar gold claims in township 49, Goudreau area, 
Ontario. A portion of this report is quoted here as an ex 
ample of how the relationship between the source rock and 
the float was established.

About 1925, "Kremzar discovered some rich gold float beside 
the old Pic road in claim 3,909 . . , This float consisted 
of boulders of silica ranging in size from a few inches to 
two feet in diameter. The fact that they were angular and 
that there were several of them near together led to the 
supposition that they "had not been transported far. Some 
of them were rusty and friable from weathering of sulphides 
and in places the rusty rock contained much native gold , 0 
Much surface work was done in an effort to discover the 
source of the float, and in 1929 Kremzar discovered a highly 
auriferous lens just north of the south boundary of claim 
No. ^3,901 (approximately one mile from the place where the 
boulders were seen first) , , . A?.ong the border of the vein 
there are bunches of radiating crystals of actinolite. 
Crystals of the same mineral are seen in thin sections of 
the quartz gangue and also occur in some of the boulders of 
the float. The similarity in composition of the float and 
the vein material in the deposit convinces the writer that 
the rich gold-bearing float came from the vein. The dir 
ection of movement of the ice, which was S,250W, V would be 
on a line between the vein and the float" e

Similarly, in 1951, K, Prest noticed a probably relation 
ship between gold-bearing arsenopyrite float on the north 
east side of Keith Lake in Muskego township, Ontario, and 
arsenopyrite veins in bed-rock north of the lake.
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J* E. Thomson mentions boulders of arsenopyrite with high 
gold content found at the south and southeast shore of 
Cameron Island, in Shoal Lake s Ontario, which led to dis 
covery of. the Dirpont high-grade orebody by J, G* Cross in 
1933-34, Some of the float was found at the veins, exposed 
near the southeast shore, others at a distance of 200 feet 
down the ice-flow direction. These boulders may have been 
transported by waves, floating ice, or the Pleistocene 
glacier*

The best success in tracing boulders with float seems to 
have been in Western Quebec, where the drift cover greatly 
obscures bed-rock,. Several important occurrences of gold 
have been indicated there by boulders.

The Lamaque mine at Val d'Or is one of them. An ore boulde 
(quartz with tourmaline and gold) guided H* Clark toward th 
ere outcrop at a distance of 250 feet in 1923*

,The Fisher-Quebec gold mine, in Landrienne township, owes 
its discovery, in 1924, to the tracing of large boulders 
of auriferous quartz to their source.

R. A. Halet reports that reasoning on continuation of a 
structural trend by J, P, Norrie, combined with the finding 
of gold-bearing float, led to discovery of the Malartic Go] 
Fields orebody in 1935. in an area completely covered by 
glacial deposits.

Some of the gold-bearing veins in Nova Scotia, also, have 
been located by tracing glacial Ijulders.
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SUMMARY - SPECIFICALLY TO THIS PROPOSAL

Loose ore fragments of "float" in glaciated areas have 
assisted considerably in prospecting for ore deposits in 
Canada. In the case in hand, the boulders containing the 
high grade gold have not been traced systematically against 
the direction of the glacial movement. In fact blind trench 
ing through overburden was done many years ago a distance 
away and at right angles to the boulder train.

Tracing this train should be combined with geophysical 
(magnetometer) survey and test drilling, which could lead 
to the discovery of ore in situ which might be covered by 
the drift mantle, or swamp. The magnetometer work would 
show folding, dikes and other geological features, which 
could be important. A base line should be cut parallel to 
the last glacial movement (striae) and, as a start, coin 
ciding to the line of boulders being traced, and cross 
lines cut every 100 feet and "stations" picketed on these 
cross lines every hundred feet. As the glacial movement 
in this area coincides, fortunately, with the strike of 
the formation, this base line could be extended, and line 
cutting performed from it in the regular way in order to 
do the usual geological and geophysical work over the 54 
claims, then knowledge could be acquired of the Pleistocene 
history and bed rock geology of the area concerned and dis- 
tincton of true glacial from similar non-glacial deposits 
in the overburden. In this case tracing of indicator train 
should be most successful, as ore fragments are relatively 
abundant, and till exposures are evenly distributed, except 
for some areas of swamp.
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As (juartz pebbles containing the gold are resistant to weather 
ing and if they are relatively abundant in drift {over one 
percent) quantitative methods v e*go, pebble counts are suit 
able. A qualitative approach (plotting of occurrences of 
float on a map) is more suitable for sulphide and other ores 
with a small out-crop area. Non-ore fragments in drift may 
also be of great assistance in locating ore.

As most of Canada was covered by glaciers during the Pleistoc 
ene, studies of indicator trains, combined with geophysical 
and other prospecting methods, may lead to new discoveries of 
ore deposits 9 particularly in areas thickly covered by glaoia 
drift. Geological agents other than glaciers are also respon 
sible for transport of ore fragments in some areas, thus com 
plicating tracing them back to their source.
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COST OF PROGRAM

Field Geologist SL Helper - 4 months
Wages - Geologist .00.*....*.......* S 2 0 600.00
Wages ~ Helper ..... .*.........,. 2,000.00

Prospectors: - Also used for line-cutting, 
cook, geophysical help, etc. 
4 men @ &400.00 per month x 4 months 6,400.00

Food ~ S3.50 per man day ..........t.*..* 2,520*00
Other Supplies, Explosives, etc. ,....... 2,500.00
Equipment 8t rent of geophysical gear ,. s , 3 v 000*00

Transportation .....o*...*.........,,.... 1,500.00

Drilling - 3,500 feet all inclusive @
S6.00 per foot ........o............ 21,000.00

Drill - Engineers services, maps, etc. , 0 3,000*00 

Drill - Core Boxes, splitting, casing,etc. 3,000.00

Reserve for contingencies ..o.*.*..*...... 2,480.00

850,000.00
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